To review the literature could always help us to find the limitation of past studies. This paper offers a literature review concerned with audit opinion from foreign studies to Chinese studies. Audit opinion directly reflects whether the financial statement is true and fair or not, which is the reason why audit is necessary and important.
Introduction
The explanation of audit opinion presented that the Certified Public Accountants (CPA) issue their opinions to the financial statement of the company to certify that the information of financial situation, operation results and cash flow is presented fairly. Audit opinion as a powerful monitor tool could influence the decision of investors and other stakeholders (Bo & Wu, 2011) .
The research studies around the world concerning audit opinion have offered different perspectives to discuss and solutions to problems. However, most of the reviews have only studied one aspect of audit opinion, such as market reactions to unclean opinions (Feldmann & Read, 2013) and which and how financial index influences audit opinion (Bao & Chen, 1998; Habib, 2013; Tahinakis & Samarinas, 2016) . Although, delving into the audit opinion in one country or in developed countries could acquire specific information and find own problems, learning other market regulations and experience is the same as exploring own home.
The purpose of the paper is to summarize archives regarding audit opinion from many perspectives, including what exact elements influence audit opinion both internal and external and what is the market response to different audit opinions. Furthermore, this article presents some suggestions for the future studies of audit opinion.
The paper will start with developed countries known as the countries having thorough audit regime. The passage of the Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act (Sarbanes-Oxley) in 2002 provoked a heated discussion. The SOX created the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) to play a role of monitor and regulator of auditing. Moehrle (2016) has argued that warranting the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) independence is so important. Kozloski, Meckfessel, Moehrle, and Williams (2016) have synthesized the literature about the SOX. Shaw and Terando's (2014) results have suggested that the effect of SOX on audit and audit-related fees is strong. Li's (2009) research has explained one of the reasons that the foreign firms left American market, the high cost conforming to SOX, which is related to audit partner rotation. Kwon, Lim, and Simnett (2014) have confirmed that the implementation of SOX did increase audit fees and audit hours in the post-regulation period. Some studies have demonstrated that audit partner rotation always relates to audit opinion shopping (Chow & Rice, 1982) .
The SOX had a belief that audit rotation could assist in improving the presentation of fairer audit reports, while audit firms had the opposite views. Auditors argued, from their experience of executing audit process, that the loss of audit engagement partner continuity would negatively affect audit quality and the quality of financial statement information due to the loss of client familiarity and an increase in information asymmetry. Furthermore, the audit firms argued that these negative effects would be more pronounced during the initial years of a client partner's client engagement (American Institute of Certified Public Accountants [AICPA], 1992) . From the empirical research, Litt, Sharma, Simpson, and Tanyi (2014) collected the digit from 2000 to 2004 to show that the association between audit rotation and the quality of audit opinion is negative. The United States General Accounting Office (GAO) has found the same result.
On the opposite, the SOX does improve the quality of audit opinion positively. Lee, Strong, and Zhu (2014) have pointed out that the stricter the regulation is formulated and forced, the fewer mistakes there will be during valuing the price of securities. In Nagy's (2014) report, the demand of the PCAOB to issue audit firm quality control inspection when the firms performed in a poor quality control system decreased market share of the companies. Other departments of government took some actions to perfect their work. Files (2011) has examined that cooperation with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) staff and forthright disclosure of a restatement (e.g., disclosures reported in a timely and visible manner) could reduce the cost of company. Meanwhile, the cooperation works in a more efficient and effective way to present fair financial statement and reduce the risk of audit opinion. Besides the enforcement, the setters also pay attention to explaining concept in detail. PCAOB issued AS 3101.20 in 2015 explaining that a qualified opinion assures that the financial statements are fairly presented in all material aspects, with only one part having quality problems. An adverse opinion and a disclaimer of opinion, just the opposite, cannot offer guarantee concerning the financial statements to the investors and other relative beneficiaries (Cipriano, Hamilton, & Vandervelde, 2016) .
From the perspective of auditors, sometimes they would change their opinion. Some researchers have involved in auditors modifying their opinions. The behavior could generate clean opinion whether it is standard unqualified opinions or not at start. The opinions excluded from the most common standard unqualified opinions including qualified reports, adverse reports, disclaimer of opinion reports as well as unqualified reports with explanatory paragraphs. One study using standard meta-analysis regarding 73 published empirical studies has showed situations under which auditors have motives to modify their opinions. Modified audit opinion is significantly influenced by Big N audit affiliation, audit report lag, and non-audit fees variables of the perspective of auditor and audit-related characteristics. Furthermore, firm-specific variables, in detail, size of firms, profitability, debt structure and prior GC opinion have much more impacts than the former variables on modified audit opinion (Habib, 2013) .
Audit opinion is significantly important to capital market and shareholders. Tahinakis and Samarinas (2016) have employed a value relevance model to explore the reaction of the markets and investors to the audit opinions. They sought evidences of the view that investors trust unqualified audit opinions even if there are some skeptical arguments to the auditing process. In addition, qualified audit opinion negatively affects the investing public. The study also shows that the auditors should take the responsibility to be professional to verify the financial statements. Furthermore, debt market also has responses to audit opinion. Feldmann and Read (2013) collecting information from BankruptcyData.com have covered the gap that the audit opinions of going-concern have a close relation with credit rating issued by Standard & Poor's (S&P). They released that after receiving going-concern reports, the distressed companies are probably downgraded immediately followed by auditors accomplishing their jobs. To be more precise, only one company at the bankrupt level did not conform to the finding. Besides, the firms on the down list of credit rating one month before the audit date have a higher likelihood to get going-concern reports. Audit opinion also influences other aspects. Buchman and Collins (1998) have showed that the qualified audit opinions have a higher likelihood to cost the firms in lawsuit compared with the unqualified opinions.
After delving into abundance studies, some researchers have come up with some solutions to improve the quality of audit opinion. To start with the PCAOB, it is important to know which could change its responses to qualified audit opinion. Now that the rate of restatements by each year is higher than the prior of qualified opinions, it could be better to permit the auditors to issue qualified audit opinions instead of imposing restrictions on the audit report concerned about qualified audit opinions of listing companies (Cipriano et al., 2016) . Simnett and Huggins (2014) concluded that the current reporting model is deficient and could be improved for the stakeholders have less interests and motives to utilize the report. Confronted with the challenge, Financial Reporting Council (UK), the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB), the European Commission, and the PCAOB (USA) considered taking some measures to change audit report to suit the market and stakeholders. The setters took some initiatives including providing enhanced information about the responsibilities of those involved in the financial reporting process, asking the disclosing of the name of the engagement partners in charge of the audit, and improved disclosure about the auditor's judgments and processes.
Actually, China did better than these developed countries involving in the disclosure about the name of audit partners. Chinese regulators have designed that the audit reports need two CPAs to sign their name to ensure that the issuance is fair enough to stakeholders (Cai, Yang, X. Chen, & Y. Chen, 2005) .
In China, some research studies about audit opinions have been conducted. The regime of Chinese market is not sound, and regulators and auditors should pay more attention to the exploration of the influence of audit opinion on the market and companies.
Chinese researchers have also explored the elements influencing audit opinion. Firstly, the audit clients, namely public companies, would influence audit opinion. Tian (2007) has employed an empirical analysis using Chi-Square test with the figures from A-shared companies through [2005] [2006] to argue that companies whose financial statements are in a good state are less likely to acquire qualified audit opinions. Furthermore, it takes more time for qualified audit opinions to be issued compared to unqualified audit opinions. The researcher has also set forth the positive relationship between small profit and qualified audit opinions. In addition, Bao and Chen (1998) have demonstrated that asset-liability ratio, profit and loss, return on assets (ROA), and the region of the company registered have a strong influence on audit opinion. When the above elements present negative, auditors have a higher likelihood to issue non-standard unqualified audit opinion. The geographic difference of Shenzhen City, having more propensities to issue negative audit opinion compared to other cities in China, is evident. Bo and Wu (2011) have argued that the higher the information risk, the more intentions to issue unclean audit opinion.
Audit opinion shopping is the action taken by companies, but companies always exert pressure on auditors to change opinion fundamentally. Some foreign researchers have studied that auditors often modified their opinions because of audit opinion shopping. Researchers in China explored the problem occurring in Chinese market. The existence of opinion shopping as an effective way to acquire unqualified opinions to financial statement shows that the firms could impact the audit opinion significantly. Chen, Peng, Xue, Yang, and Ye (2016) have noticed that studies involved in companies shopping opinions lay out that the corporations could always purchase what they need by switching audit firms. Thus, they moved forward to examine whether companies successfully engage in partner-level opinion shopping in China. The evidences collected from 11,919 observations from 1998 to 2012 confirm that companies using the way of switch partners always achieve clean opinions. The result consists with the findings of Habib (2013) who researched published archives in the scope of whole world.
Secondly, the environment has strongly influenced audit opinion. Yu, Zhang, and Liang (2013) have pointed out that the oversight of media could obviously improve the quality of audit opinion and raise more cautions of auditors through the sample collected from A-shared market in China during the period of [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] . They demonstrated that the more negative news regarding companies, the more propensity of auditor to issue non-standard unqualified audit opinion. Furthermore, the scholars have found that the audit opinion presented subsequent year would have improved because of the negative news last year. The two elements have positive coefficient, the more bad information, the more possibility to ameliorate the quality of audit opinion. At the meantime, the reputation of Big N audit affiliation has less association with the above result. They set forth that multimedia play an important role in improving market environment and to some extent solving the problem of asymmetric information between auditors and listed firms. Given the political elements, X. Du, Zhou, and Y. Du (2011) have demonstrated that political relation has a strong influence on the choice to auditors of state-owned enterprises. Precisely, the companies prefer small audit firms in their region to acquire clean opinion when they are close to government.
The reaction of market to audit opinion has been considered by Chinese researchers. Wei, Wang, Wu, and Li (2012) have used the figures of 1,555 listed firms in Shanghai stock market from 2006 to 2009 and concluded that audit opinion does influence the cost of liabilities and the role of supervision by auditors could improve the environment of capital market together with increasing the efficiency of resources deployment. Furthermore, they set forth that non-standard unqualified audit opinions were probably received by companies which have a higher cost to acquire debt.
Conclusion
Audit opinion is a contentious center of audit and accounting, which could attract public firms, audit firms and regulators together with others. The paper summaries literatures from foreign archives to Chinese studies regarding audit opinion. Chinese studies could follow with the international step and also focus on Chinese own features.
Audit opinion verifies the financial statement of companies published fairly. Stakeholders pay close attention to audit opinion. Different stakeholders have different expectations from audit opinion (Litt et al., 2014) . Public companies, which collect capital from public, have to employ professional auditors to audit financial statements and get their audit opinion, which could warrant the figures in the statement are fair. Public companies have the motives to achieve clean audit opinion even if they cannot present fair financial statement to the market. Since audit opinion verifies the information companies published authenticity, shareholders could make their decision relying on financial statement. As for auditors, they must abide by the accounting standard and other related regulations. In addition, they should exert effort on improving professional quality and skills. The policymakers take the burden of ensuring fairness and justice of market operation. They have willingness to find the problems in the auditing process and ensure fair audit opinion. Thus, they could make full use of the studies to improve the quality of audit opinion by reforming the audit regime.
The limitation of the article is that the content is not enough to explain the state of studies in audit opinion. Future study should focus on the field that how to issue more fair audit opinion to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatements, whether caused by error or fraud.
